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Data & Visualization Services in the Libraries

7 Data & Visualization Librarians

Consultations, workshops, and 
classroom instruction for data 
science and visualization

GIS, data cleaning, qualitative and 
quantitative analysis, and 
visualization.



Objectives:  Learners will be able to add and join data 
tables, create graphs, and correctly choose analysis tools 
within Insights and understand why they’re doing it. 



Insights demo/screencast

https://youtu.be/rY-PQRsiqsE

https://youtu.be/rY-PQRsiqsE


Challenges

● Only offered as a premium app (not available for public accounts)
● Functions differently from GIS software we’re used to
● Doesn’t offer presentation options such as customizable pop-ups or chart 

annotation
● Has some bugs (filtering that cannot be undone)
● Error messages are not always helpful.

 



Workshop Content



Dataset Criteria

● Can be applied to a real-world 
problem or use case

● Neither too clean nor too messy

● Has numerical, categorical, and 
spatial fields

● Content is understandable across 
disciplines



Workshop Activity

The data: National Parks Service public use 
statistics queried from 
irma.nps.gov/Stats/Reports/National 

Our questions: 

● Peak months for recreational visits
● How peak months vary by the type of park
● How many hours do people spend on average 

per visit in each state’s parks? 

https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/Reports/National


The Dataset



Cleaning the data



Data Literacy Component

Data origins: collection method & 
collectors

Identifying the fields you need to have 
or create in order to answer your 
research questions.

Adding data, joining tables, and 
otherwise manipulating data in 
Insights



Visualization Best Practices

Identifying the most appropriate 
visualizations for our research 
questions.  

Understanding how data encoding and 
chart annotation impact the legibility 
of a visualization



Spatial Literacy

Creating a choropleth map

Adding data from Esri’s catalog

Thinking about how the map relates 
to the quantitative and qualitative 
data in the analysis

Average Recreation Hours per Visit



Participant Feedback

Participant feedback was positive: 4.9/5 average rating

Suggestions for improvement:

● Use more than one dataset during the activity to help participants 
understand different analytical options

● Provide basic introduction to ArcGIS Online as a whole -- students 
unfamiliar with the platform didn’t have the necessary context

● Introduce more hands-on time with students working on their own, and 
reporting back to the group.



Contact Us & Resources

Jeff Essic
Data & Visualization Librarian
jfessic@ncsu.edu

Mia Partlow
NCSU Libraries Fellow
mia_partlow@ncsu.edu 

Workshop Materials:

go.ncsu.edu/insights-esri2019

mailto:jfessic@ncsu.edu
mailto:mia_partlow@ncsu.edu
https://go.ncsu.edu/insights-esri2019


Appendix



Comparison: Insights & Tableau
Insights

- Robust spatial analysis capabilities--query between layers, use Esri’s Living 
Atlas

- The intuitive drag and drop interface
- Ability to share your Insights analysis as a model allows research to be shared 

across years, regions, etc. 

Tableau

- Tableau is better for presentations because of the customizable pop-ups 
- Easier to export images and share individual charts online



Participant Feedback

What was the most useful thing you learned in today’s session?

- Leveraging online tools for mapping

- Applicability of Insights for a variety of needs 
- Learning different chart formats
- The model sharing feature



Workshop Participants

Students from Colleges of Engineering, Agriculture & Life Sciences, Sciences, 
Management, and an undeclared undergraduate.

All but one participant had attended other Data & Visualization workshops, 
including:

- Graphing in Excel
- Elements of Visualization Design
- Beginning Tableau, Intermediate Tableau
- Beginning R, R for Data Science series
- Getting Started with Predictive Analysis, Machine Learning



Workshop description

Insights is a new data analysis and visualization tool from Esri for creating and presenting 
multiple maps and charts in a single interface. With Insights you can connect visualizations 
such as bar charts and scatter plots to complex maps that take advantage of Insights’ spatial 
analysis capabilities, such as calculating density and proximity. And since Insights is connected 
to ArcGIS Online, it gives you the ability to join data spatially and access the ArcGIS library of 
world boundaries, basemaps, and other spatial data for your maps. In this introductory 
workshop, participants will learn how to analyze a dataset with maps and charts, use the 
built-in spatial analysis tools, and share the resulting visualizations and analysis model with 
others.



Insights Workshop: GIS-Powered Data Visualization

Objectives:  Learners will be able 
to add and join data tables, create 
graphs, and correctly choose 
analysis tools within Insights and 
understand why they’re doing it. 



“Data literacy includes the 
ability to read, work with, 
analyze, and argue with data 
as part of a broader process 
of inquiry into the world.” 
(D’Ignazio & Bhargava, 2016).

Source: D’Ignazio, C. & Bhargava, R. (2016). Databasic: Tools and Activities for Data Literacy Learners. Journal of Community 
Informatics, 12. Available at: http://www.ci-journal.net/index.php/ciej/article/view/1294.


